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The Timeless Elegance and Lasting Benefits of Wrought Iron Doors




In the realm of architectural design, one element has stood the test of time, both in terms of style and functionality – wrought iron doors. These exquisite entryways have adorned homes and buildings for centuries, and their popularity endures for good reason. In this blog post, we’ll explore the numerous benefits of wrought iron doors, from their timeless aesthetic appeal to their durability and security features.




Aesthetic Appeal: Timeless Elegance




Wrought iron doors are synonymous with elegance and sophistication. Their intricate designs and craftsmanship add a touch of timeless beauty to any structure, whether it’s a grand mansion, a rustic cottage, or a modern urban dwelling. The malleability of wrought iron allows for intricate detailing and customization, ensuring that each door is a unique work of art that complements the property’s overall aesthetic.




Durability and Longevity: Built to Last




One of the key advantages of wrought iron doors is their exceptional durability. Using the most advanced finishes in the steel industry, wrought iron products have excellent resistance to rust and corrosion. This makes them an ideal choice for exterior doors exposed to the elements.. The robust nature of wrought iron ensures that these doors can withstand the test of time, maintaining their structural integrity and aesthetic appeal for decades.




Security: Fortifying Your Home




Security is a paramount concern for homeowners, and wrought iron doors provide an excellent solution. The inherent strength of wrought iron adds an extra layer of protection to your home. The sturdy construction and robustness of these doors deter potential intruders, offering peace of mind to homeowners concerned about the safety of their loved ones and possessions.




Versatility in Design: Customization Options




Wrought iron doors offer a wide range of design possibilities. Whether you prefer a classic and ornate look or a more modern and minimalist design, wrought iron can be crafted to suit your preferences. The versatility of wrought iron allows for the creation of various patterns, shapes, and sizes, ensuring that you can find or create the perfect door to complement your home’s architectural style.




Low Maintenance: Effortless Upkeep




Wrought iron doors require minimal maintenance compared to some other materials. Regular cleaning and occasional touch-ups are usually sufficient to keep them looking pristine. The durable finish and resistance to environmental factors mean that homeowners can enjoy the aesthetic benefits of wrought iron doors without the hassle of frequent upkeep.




In the world of architectural design, few elements can match the enduring appeal and practical benefits of wrought iron doors. From their timeless elegance to their durability, security features, and customization options, these doors offer a unique combination of aesthetic beauty and functional excellence. If you want to enhance the curb appeal, security, and overall value of your home, investing in a wrought iron door may be a decision you’ll appreciate for years to come.






    





	
		
Sometimes, there’s nothing more exciting than having the opportunity to make modifications to the interior and exterior design of your Nashville, TN home; especially when home design trends are constantly changing each year. However, for homeowners who on a budget, the idea of making upgrades to their home may sound inviting but deter them when the large price tag follows. Fortunately, there’s an abundance of ways to make elemental changes to your home that won’t require homeowners to break the bank. Sometimes, all your home needs are a few small changes to keep it up to date with interior and exterior design trends. With small upgrades, you will be able to rejuvenate your home’s interior, enhance your curb appeal, and add value to your home–something that will prove to be highly beneficial in the event you decide to put your home on the market. Here are 5 small upgrade ideas that are sure to improve the overall atmosphere of your home:




Enhance Your Home with Custom Wrought Iron Doors




Enhance an Entryway with Custom Wrought Iron Doors in Nashville, Franklin and Brentwood, TN, enhancing your entryway is a great start to upgrading and rejuvenating your home. Instead of adding a fresh coat of paint to your single door or double doors, consider investing in custom wrought iron doors. Iron doors are incredibly unique and are guaranteed to add a touch of elegance and luxury to the exterior of your home. Depending on the shape of your doorframe, you can choose to install an Eyebrow shaped wrought iron door, a Full Arch wrought iron door, or a Flat Top wrought iron door. From there, any reputable wrought iron entry door provider will work with you to design a custom wrought iron door that compliments the elements of your home.




If you happen to have a wine cellar, the wine cellar door and room should be beautiful to look at and to reflect upon. In the event that you love to establish a decent first connection, you will need a special, or aesthetic custom wine cellar door to grace your wine room. The door should also protect your wine collection with high-quality materials and superior insulation. Iron Lion Entries provide both stylish and functional custom wine cellar doors and allow you the design choices to personalize your door and make it your own.




Iron Lion Entries is a premier provider of wrought iron entry doors, architectural steel doors, and custom wine cellar doors in Nashville, TN, Franklin and Brentwood, TN. Iron Lion is one of the largest iron and steel door companies in the US. At Iron Lion Entries, we place the utmost importance on customer service. Contact Iron Lion Entries today to learn more about custom wrought iron doors, ornamental iron doors, wrought iron front doors, custom wine cellar doors and more!




Refinish the Floors




If your home boasts beautiful wooden floors, then you know that they need to be refinished every few years since they are exposed to dirt, dust, scratching, and foot traffic on a day to day basis. Over time, they can grow worn and dull and in need of some quality tender, love, and care. Whether you decide to take this on as a DIY project or hire a professional to do the job, a simple refinish is all you need to make your wooden floors look shiny and new.




Hire a Landscaper to Manage Your Yard




Hiring a landscaper to maintain your lawn and plant beautiful shrubbery is a wonderful way to give your home the right amount of curb appeal. A reputable landscaper will be able to incorporate the right type of plants whose colors and style will greatly complement your home. The benefits of landscaping range far and wide, so hire a landscaper today and start revamping your front yard and backyard.




Upgrade the Bathroom Without Breaking the Bank




Giving your bathroom a tune-up may sound like a tedious and expensive task, but it doesn’t have to be. There are a plethora of ways to modify your bathroom without breaking the bank or causing excess stress. Changing the light fixtures, repainting, changing the knobs on the cabinets, and switching out the hand towels to match the color scheme, are small, cost-efficient ways to improve your bathroom.




Paint the Walls




One of the simplest ways to give your home an aesthetic upgrade is by painting the walls new, unique color. Think about the color schemes that you want to incorporate into each room and select a paint that will add the right amount of warmth and brightness.




Learn More About Enhancing Your Homes Entryway with Custom Wrought Iron Doors




With the small and cost-efficient upgrades above, your home will boast a trendy and refined atmosphere while increasing in value. To learn more about how you can enhance your entryway with a custom wrought iron door or custom wrought iron double doors, contact Iron Lion Entries in Nashville, TN, Franklin and Brentwood, TN. Our design team can assist you in creating a one-of-a-kind iron door for your home!






    





	
		
CUSTOM WROUGHT IRON DOORS AND ARCHITECTURAL STEEL DOORS IN NASHVILLE, TN




With over 17 years in the business, Iron Lion Entries strives to exceed excellence in every custom wrought iron door we produce. From high-quality doors, speedy deliveries, excellent customer service, and affordable pricing, our team of professionals consistently bring the ‘Iron Lion difference’ to life. If you are in search of a way to improve the exterior of your home, a custom wrought-iron door may be the perfect addition for you. Browse through our website or contact one of our seasoned technicians today in Nashville, TN, Franklin or Brentwood, for more information on our products and services. With a stunning wrought iron door, you will have the ability to add value, curb appeal, and additional security to your home.




STUNNING SLIM LITES, EURO LITES AND WROUGHT IRON DOORS




At Iron Lion Entries, we have a variety of in-stock doors to select from while providing the option for custom-made doors to all our customers. For our customers, we offer the following:




	Traditional-style wrought iron doors
	Slim-Lite wrought iron doors
	Thermal break technology
	High-quality finish





However, what truly makes us stand above the competition is our unique thermal break technology and our fluorocarbon finish–the true Iron Lion difference. Used on each iron door we produce, the fluorocarbon finish technology boasts fantastic anti-fade results for long-lasting use. Depending on where you live, we understand that your door will face bouts of inclement weather and fluctuations of warm and cold temperatures. To stand strong against mother nature, Iron Lion Entries finds fluorocarbon to be the best coating system. This unique finish is 80% more effective than the standard powder coating used at substandard shops and provides each beautiful, wrought iron door with impact resistance, scratch-resistance, UV resistance, frost resistance, and fade resistance. In order to provide these amazing benefits to your custom wrought iron door, the innovative fluorocarbon finish has to go through five various baking processes.




In addition to our fluorocarbon finish, Iron Lion Entries also produce custom wrought iron doors with our thermal break technology. Our thermal break is created by using already formed extruded steel with liquid fiberglass. The combination of these two elements allows for optimal performance in both hot and cold weather climates. Additionally, our thermal break technology not only protects your home from varying climates, but it also helps conduct sound–reducing overall outside noise.




With these two features, Iron Lion Entries are able to take our custom wrought iron doors to the next level of luxury. Contact us today in Nashville, Franklin or Brentwood, TN, to fully experience the Iron Lion difference.

    





	
		
FRONT DOORS – ENTRY DOORS




Are you in the process of building a home and deciding on the type of front door you want? Or maybe you’re looking to remodel your current front door and are exploring your options? Whatever your situation may be, searching for the perfect entry door that provides your home with the right amount of security and aesthetics can be a difficult task. There are a variety of door types and materials out there that can fit your preference, style, and budget–the trick is to find an entry door that fits both your needs and the needs of your home. Between iron doors, glass doors, and wood doors, narrowing down your options can be a challenging task. To help guide your decision, we’ve compiled a list of pros and cons on each of these options.




PROS AND CONS OF IRON DOORS AND ARCHITECTURAL STEEL ENTRIES




Iron and steel doors offer an air of uniqueness and elegance to a home. With their luxurious patterns and beautiful finishes, wrought iron doors can provide your home with a bounty of aesthetics and security. Home safety is significantly increased with iron doors and steel entries. Due to their durability, wrought iron front doors can better protect your home. In unsavory weather conditions, they can protect your door from the damage of objects and debris, and their strength is sure to deter even the best of burglars. Iron is one of the most resilient and durable materials you can select for front doors. On average, iron doors are resistant to moisture, rot, fire, and a variety of insects. Most importantly, since iron front doors exude elegance, they will add value to your home.




Although iron doors are a great option for many homeowners, they do have a minor con – their price. Price varies depending on whether you choose a custom wrought iron door or an in-stock iron door. However, keep in mind, you get what you pay for; a door that comes at a higher price is sure to be durable, well-made, secure and beautiful.




PROS AND CONS OF GLASS DOORS




If you’re a homeowner who enjoys ample natural light, then you may want to consider investing in a glass door. Glass doors–made well–can be durable front and back door options for your home. Not to mention, they are very easy to maintain and keep clean. Additionally, glass doors will not rust or corrode, providing you with a long-lasting option. Since they promote an excess of natural light, they actually serve as a greener, eco-friendly option. With natural light, you won’t have as much a need for artificial lighting which may reduce your utility bill.




However, a con of glass doors is that they are prone to cracking or breaking. Though they are made as durable as possible, in the event of high winds, a game of catch gone wrong, etc., they can crack, break, or even shatter. Another con of glass doors is the lack of privacy they provide. Sure, you can invest in a glass door that’s frosted or colored, however, they still won’t provide you with the privacy and security that a standard door or an iron door would.




PROS AND CONS OF WOOD DOORS




A classic, wooden door boasts a variety of benefits to a home. Wood doors have a wonderful way of exuding a sense of character, charm, and beauty that turn a house into a home. Just like iron doors, wood doors make a statement and add the perfect dose of curb appeal to a home. A common pro of wood doors is the variety they offer. When selecting a wood door for your home, there are many wood varieties to choose from. Depending on the look you are trying accomplish, you can select bamboo, teak, oak, mahogany, cedar, and more. Additionally, wood doors are very durable and provide homes with superior insulation.




Although they are beautiful and durable, wood doors require a lot of maintenance. For example, upon installation, wood doors will need to be sealed properly. If you wait to seal the door, it can grow more susceptible to moisture damage, leading to warping or swelling. Wood doors are generally the most expensive choice and they require the most year-round maintenance. You will need to repaint or restain a wood door every year or two in order to keep it sealed and protect it from splitting and warping.




CUSTOM WROUGHT IRON DOORS AND ARCHITECTURAL STEEL ENTRIES




Before investing in a brand-new door, make sure you carefully review the pros and cons of each. This will help you determine your needs, the needs or your home, and what each option can provide you with. If you would like more information on ornamental iron doors, architectural steel doors, wrought iron front doors and custom wrought iron doors in Nashville, TN, Brentwood and Franklin, TN, contact Iron Lion Entries today. Iron Lion is one of the largest iron and steel door companies in the US. Let us help you select or design the perfect door for your home.

    





	
		
As we progress through the summer season, the months tend to get noticeably hotter since the sun grows stronger. And as each month gets a little warmer, we bask in appreciation for our life-saving air conditioning units. However, what good is your air conditioning if you don’t have doors that are well insulated? Your exterior doors play a very important role in keeping your home cool in the summer and warm in the winter, and it all starts will the level of insulation they provide your home with.




BETTER INSULATION FOR A BETTER HOME




Homes that are properly insulated not only provide comfort to the household, but it also produces the opportunity to save money on energy costs throughout the year. Doors that boast energy efficiency qualities are very important to have installed in your home. While wooden doors are usually a homeowner’s first choice, they, unfortunately, aren’t the most energy-efficient option. When selecting a door that exudes excellent insulation qualities, it’s important to consider the U-factor. The U-factor is a term that’s commonly used in the window, door, and energy industry, as it measures the rate of heat transfer. By measuring the rate of heat transfer, the U-factor determines the rate at which doors and windows conduct heat–providing an accurate representation of how well the specific door or window insulates a home. The lower the U-factor is, the better the door’s resistance to heat flow is, allowing it to have optimal insulating properties. Therefore, when deciding on the exterior doors you want for your home, it’s recommended that you take a close look at it’s U-factor first. In this case, the lower the number, the better the insulation.




Now, if you are looking for a front door that provides a home with beauty, charm, and energy efficiency, a glass door may be an excellent choice. Originally, glass doors were considered to boast very poor insulation properties, however, in recent years, this has changed. Many glass doors and wrought iron doors can be made with what’s called a ‘thermal break’. A thermal break is a plastic insulator that’s located between the inner and outer parts of the frame. While some glass doors have a thermal break, others are made with Triple-Sputtered LowE glass or with a Fluorocarbon finish. All three of these options offer optimal thermal properties and UV protection. Ultimately, preventing any form of energy loss. If you love the look of a glass door, be sure to keep your eye out for any of these qualities, for they are the best options for proper insulation.




THERMAL BREAK




A thermal break is a continuous barrier between the inside and outside metal of both the doors and frame (jamb) that prevents conductive thermal energy loss. Our optional fiberglass-reinforced polymer thermal break technology places Iron Lion in the upper echelon of quality and performance.




Using the finest Steel manufacturing technology from Switzerland, Iron Lion Entries is one of only a few steel/iron door companies in the US to have a true thermal-break option for our products. The non-metallic material is pressed into the middle of our door/window units completely separating the metal on the exterior side of the door from the metal on the interior side. This eliminates the transfer of temperatures, both hot and cold, from inside the house.  This is especially helpful in extreme cold-weather climates where standard steel and iron doors may face condensation issues.




While there are a few other steel door companies with thermal breaks, the actual material chosen has an enormous impact to the functionality and quality of the product as well.  The Iron Lion difference is not just in our ability to provide a thermal-break option; it is in our metallurgical and materials expertise as well. Because we’ve chosen the stronger fiberglass-reinforced polymer material, we are able to continue door/window construction using the thicker 12-gauge steel (30% thicker than 14-gauge).  Our customers don’t have to sacrifice quality and product strength when choosing this option of door construction.




Some of our competitors have chosen Polyamide nylon. Polyamide suffers from a significant reduction in strength, stiffness, elongation and toughness due to its susceptibility to water absorption.  That material weakness has forced those competitors to dramatically reduce the thickness (down to 14 or 16 gauge) of steel in their door and jamb construction due to the loss in unit strength after product installation.




WROUGHT IRON AND STEEL FRONT DOORS




A home’s front door should be both beautiful and functional. While the beauty adds excellent curb appeal, the functionality should provide the occupants with comfort, security, and energy efficiency. A great combination of the two are Iron Lion’s architectural steel and wrought iron front doors. Wrought iron doors and architectural steel doors offer homeowners the perfect balance of beauty, insulation, and security.




An old, uninsulated, improperly installed, and/or improperly air sealed door can cause a significant waste of energy. Heat gain and heat loss through windows and doors account for 25 to 30 percent of residential heating and cooling energy use. Energy efficient windows and doors are an important consideration for both new construction and existing homes. The newer exterior doors and windows manufactured today often fit and insulate better than the older types. If you have older doors and windows in your home, replacing them is a great investment for lowering heating and cooling costs. Taking the necessary steps to reduce energy loss will make your home more comfortable and save you money in doing so. It is important to choose the most efficient windows and doors that work best in your climate. Unlike other iron and steel door companies every product at Iron Lion Entries is created with the highest quality materials and are made with




	Kerf Door Weatherstripping – Installed on the top, bottom and sides of all iron and steel doors to prevent energy loss by sealing out air leaks, drafts and the entrance of dust and dirt particles
	Triple-Sputtered LowE glass – tempered and Argon gas insulated – A high performance dual-paned glass system that maintains excellent thermal properties without sacrificing visibility
	Thermal break – A continuous barrier between the inside and outside metal of both the doors and frame (jamb) that prevents conductive energy loss.
	Fully insulated – Both the door and jamb are insulated with dense closed-cell polyurethane foam using a computerized machine measuring back flow and penetration for a 100 percent fill





Beat the heat of this summer with a custom wrought iron door from Iron Lion! Our design team can assist you in creating a one-of-a-kind iron door for your home. See The Iron Lion Difference.  Iron Lion Entries also carries a line of beautiful stock iron doors that are ready to be shipped to your new home or remodel project.

    





	
		
Wrought Iron Front Doors Nashville, Brentwood & Franklin, TN




The curb appeal of your home is essential, for it sets the scene for first impressions. Every aspect of the exterior of one’s home creates a first impression; from the home’s color scheme to the landscaping and everything in between, the curb appeal of your home is reliant on every detail, including your front door. Your front door acts as the centerpiece of your home’s entryway and should reflect the beauty and luxury that’s located within. Custom-made wrought iron doors can do just that and more to the curb appeal of your home. To learn more about custom wrought iron doors and wrought iron front doors in Nashville, TN, Brentwood, Franklin, and Middle Tennessee, contact Iron Lion Entries, today!




First Impressions with Custom Wrought Iron Doors




While curb appeal is essential to a home, Custom wrought-iron doors can increase your home’s value if you ever decided to move, adds additional security to your home, and will surely add a touch of elegance that your neighbors will surely envy. Most importantly, an iron door entry is built to last, providing homeowners, with a long-lasting, practical, and trendy solution. Unlike wood, iron can withstand years without deteriorating to water damage, fading, and cracking. Iron entry doors are a truly superior solution.




Here are a few reasons why you should choose iron doors:




	Versatility: Custom wrought-iron doors offer plenty of versatility in order to accommodate each homeowner’s unique preferences. Homeowners have the ability to select their desired color variance, design, and even shape of their door that will agree best with the exterior of their home.
	Security: Break-ins are nearly impossible when it comes to a custom wrought-iron door, creating a heightened sense of security for you and your family. Due to their strong look, burglars are easily deterred by them (back to the concept of first impressions!).
	Low Maintenance: Due to their strength, iron doors aren’t easily damaged and, therefore, don’t need as much maintenance. If your iron door features a beautiful glass backdrop, you may need to clean it every so often to keep its lustrous sheen.
	Exterior Upgrade: A custom wrought iron door can truly give the exterior of your home the upgrade it needs to boast superior curb appeal. With the right design, an iron door entry can truly tie the exterior components of your home together.





Curb appeal plays a key role in first impressions. This year, be sure to make the right first impression with your home and invest in a lovely iron door entryway.

    





	
		
To keep its luxurious look, it’s essential that you properly clean and maintain your custom wrought iron doors. While these doors are built to last, the climate that you live in can have an effect on them. For example, rust can develop at a faster rate in coastal communities that boast higher humidity levels than other areas. Don’t let rust ruin your home’s investment and take the steps to keep your custom iron doors rust-free. With the proper care, these opulent doors are designed to last for years to come. If you are interested in custom wrought iron doors in Nashville, TN, contact Iron Lion Entries, today. Iron Lion is one of the largest iron and steel door companies in the US.




Here’s a great cleaning routine to maintain your custom wrought iron doors:




	Start by using a mild cleanser and a non-abrasive, lint-free cloth. For a DIY cleaner, mix together liquid castile soap or a vegetable-based soap with a touch of water. Soak the cloth in the soap mixtures and gently wipe down your doors. The rust on your doors should start to come off with ease.
	Once you cleaned your door with your soap mixture, make sure you rinse it off thoroughly with a hose. Any remaining soap can leave unwanted residue on your custom wrought iron doors.
	When you are wiping down your iron doors, make sure that you don’t leave any excess water to dry, for this will cause more rust to form. Chemicals and hard minerals that are found in tap water can stain and damage your doors.
	Once your doors have been properly cleaned, use a cloth or sponge to completely dry off your doors. By drying off any remaining water, you are ensuring that your custom wrought iron doors will remain stain and damage free.
	Depending on the area you live in, you may have to take a few extra precautions to ensure that your iron doors maintain their beauty year-round. For example, if you live near the coast, you should properly oil the hinges of your iron door on a monthly basis. Salt water air can corrode doors if they aren’t taken care of and maintained on a regular basis.





To keep your custom wrought iron doors, beautiful, durable, and secure, it’s so important to come up with a proper maintenance plan. With the excellent care, you can keep rust at bay and enjoy the benefits of your custom wrought iron door.

    





	
		
ORNAMENTAL IRON DOORS AND ARCHITECTURAL STEEL DOORS PROVIDE MORE THAN DECORATIVE BEAUTY




The front door is one of the most important elements of your home. From aesthetic charm and curb appeal to safety and security, the front door is the first impression for guests and home appraisers. If you are considering a home improvement project, replacing your doorway is the best way to start. Known for their decorative beauty and various styles, a custom ornamental iron door or modern steel door is an upgrade you don’t want to miss out on. Aside from the aesthetic appeal they provide a home with, they are actually a fantastic investment with plenty of practical features.




HERE ARE A FEW REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD INVEST IN A CUSTOM STEEL OR IRON DOOR FOR YOUR HOME ENTRYWAY:




	Functionality and Added Security: Older doors tend to be worn down; over time sagging in the middle can cause poor insulation, increased friction and a terrible squeaking. Iron and steel doors are built to last. Iron Lion Entries sources the finest quality materials from Swiss steel to a Danish finish, our product is made to the highest standard in the door industry. Another major advantages of iron and steel doors is security. Due to their strength and durability, ornamental iron doors and architectural steel doors prove to be very difficult for thieves and miscreants to break into. Steel doors are not only resistant to vandalism and forced entry but are extremely beneficial if your house is subject to volatile weather. With a beautiful, custom wrought iron door, not only will you be giving your home an air of luxury, but you will also be adding an extra layer of protection to it. Homeowners will be able to rest easy at night knowing that their front entry is providing them with an additional security measure.
	Long-Term Investment: Iron doors exude the sensation of luxuriousness within a home and are highly unique in their design and color. Due to this, an iron door can give your home added value, leaving you with an excellent ROI (return on investment) if you ever decide to sell your home. While providing your home and even your neighborhood with a boost of aesthetics, iron doors will certainly leave a lasting impression on potential buyers. Home improvement experts over at House Logic report, “Year in and year out, no single project has provided such a healthy return on your home improvement dollar as a new front door.” According to House Logic’s Cost vs. Value Report, replacing your existing door with a steel door averages a 98 percent return on investment. In addition, The American Steel Institute also notes that steel doors provide the ‘best long-term value’ because of their stability and need for fewer repairs.
	Energy Efficient: Iron Lion Entries provides superior quality doors that are built to withstand tough weather and save you money in heating/cooling costs. Our wrought iron doors and steel doors are fully insulated with a dense closed-cell polyurethane foam using a computerized machine to measure back flow and penetration for a 100 percent fill. A thermal break is installed to prevent conductive energy loss, as well as kerf weatherstripping and a high performance dual-paned glass system that is tempered and Argon gas insulated.
	Sound Proofing– Whether you live in the quiet suburbs, rural country, or the hustle and bustle of downtown, everyone enjoys a little peace and quiet. Iron and steel doors are a great way to reduce sound transfer and keep out those distracting noises you may not have noticed creeping in through your old door. Additionally, Iron Lion has made commercial doors and windows for offices, conference rooms, restaurants and even music studios! Our customers are shocked and amazed when you not only see, but can actually HEAR the difference when installed.
	Lasting Durability: Not only are iron doors known for their uniqueness and beauty they provide homes with; they are also known for their quality of durability. Forged from the strongest and highest quality of wrought iron, these stunning doors can withstand extreme temperatures, inclement weather, and high levels of pressure without being damaged. Ornamental iron doors and steel doors are made to last.
	Added Aesthetics: Installing an ornamental iron door to your front entryway is a fantastic way to boost the aesthetics of your home. Instantly improve the overall look of your home by adding a touch of contemporary elegance. We have created thousands of custom designs for our customers that best fit their personal style and home interior/exterior, our doors will proudly stand out amongst the others in your neighborhood.





Beauty, value, aesthetics, and security, what more could you want for your front entryway? Security is sure to meet style when you install a stunning ornamental iron door in your front entryway. Contact Iron Lion Entries to learn more about ornamental iron doors and custom steel entries in Nashville, Franklin and Brentwood, TN.
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